
Le` Whitten 	 10/2/85 
114 Eastmor Drive 
Silver Spring, 11d. 20901 

Dear Les, 

No argument, first things first, and your novel is first. I m not certain about 
what I wrote you but of the three Nosenko stories I can see I think it is the simplest 
one, that he recruited American tourists and correspondents and the records dis-
closed by the FsI do not include any interest in this by it or the CIA. In this day 
of spy story and defection after spy story and defection, even history is topical, 
and how remarkable it in that from its own records the FBI didn't ask a single 
question of the KGB official who recruited them about those he rectulted. 

As soon as I read that record I phoned George Gardner, who was off on a story. 
It was several days before he could call back. He had some interest, said he would 
speak to his desk, and that he'd want to look at the entire file to be certain, which 
is true. So, I've kept it out awaiting his call. I am inclined to believe that for 
his desk such a story in general and with Nosenko involvement or mine will be a nono. 

What would probably be too old for the column and possibly more complicated than 
Jack would prefer (although I could condense it into a graf or two) is alsc remarkable 
and extroardinarily suggestive. In its simplest form although part of the CIA started 
trying to discredit him immediately, in not much more than a week he was in the US, 
offered political assylum and was treated like a prince. Even with a good salary for 
that time. Then the FBI sent the CIA copies of its reports of its interviews with him. 
He told the FBI that the KGB regarded Oswald as a possible axacrican agent in place 
or a "sleeper" and immediately Nosenko was treated as inhumanly as I've ever heard 
of anyone being treated in this country, and for three years, during which nobody 
outside the CIA ever saw him. With Oswald the only official candidate for assassin, 
and he was elected unanimously, and the suspicions from the first that Oswald had 
had some kind of spook connection, the one man whn could give any credence to that 
report/suspicion, Nosenko, was sequestered in a box and abused in every possible way. 
Angleton's USSR desk considered driving him crazy and assassinAting him, all on 
baseless suspicion of its own creation and not existing in any disclosed record I've 
seen, not mentioned to the best of my knowledge anywhere for 15 sears when the CIA 
offered House assassins committee its explanations. 

I'm going into detail not in the expectation of a Jack column but to inform you 
. and have a record for myself in the event of any later interest. I'll keep a copy on 

my desk is a special Oswald file I have with what I, perhaps alone, regard as a major 
and an important story, his actual riarines career and high security clearances not 
in the Warren Commission, FBI or Navy files as such or on his personnel record. 

Nosenko first contacted the CIA in 1962. He approached it again in Geneva 1/23/64 
when he was, at least officially, a delegate to the disarmament conference. He then 
wanted to defect and in the end he had a create a seeming crisis to get the CIA to 
agree. Immediately comeone in the CIA created a suspicion that can't survive any 
consideration of it, that he was a "plant" to embarrass the US at that conference 
in a KGB scheme in which it would claim that we were interfering with their delegation. 

This is plain nuts. After the CIA taped its interviews with him, as it did, such 
an effort by the USSR would have kicked back and seriously embarrassed it. and there 
is no reason not to believe that the CIA as well as the KGB understood this. It could, 
in dddition, have produced him at a press conference. Li fact before two weeks passed 
the Russians were offered access to him. 

When this silly CIA fabrication vaporized with the end of the conference the 
CIA made a new one up, that he was a "pdant" to confuse Western intelligence. The mature 
of the information he provided in itself destroys that crazy invention, as the CIA's 
oni USCa witness testified to at some length. One of the things is obvious. That 
C11 tdtness, John L. Hart, testified that Nosenko told the CIA where some 40-50 
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KGB bugs were hidden in our embassy. neither this not the other significant informa-
tion he provided is "throw away" stuff from the KGB. It is and was such solid stuff 
that since the nuts in the CIA were ousted, as they were, Nosenko has been a consultant 
and an instructor in KGB intelligence methods and practises under his new identity. 
He may be the greatest of dependable U.S, :sources on the KGB. 

In the reeords I've just gotten is a casual FBI remark that it does not 
necessarily believe the then current CIA story to discredit Nosenko. 

Nosenko, on his part, offered to testify before the Via en Commission and there 
was a major CIA effort, successful, to talk the Commission out of it. One of the 
Commission executive sessions I had to sue to get, and got only the very day the 
CIA's brief was due at the appeals court, is pretty hairy, with our to-be first 
unelected President, already a secret informer for the FBI, virtually threatening 
the other members in his successful effort to get it to ignore Nosenko, which isbecet 
ANS the i1IA was pressing on it. It is, I think, obvious, that normally an investi-
gative body would first hear a witness of credentials it may have doubted and then 
checked and evaluated his story. With any kind of investigation, estaplighing a basis 
for crediting what Nosenko said was simple. I'll, get to whether or not Y$F-Sight 
have had any spook connection, what Nosenko said the KGB suspected, separately. 

Teee' 	Nosenko said that he was first in charge of a section that recruited U.S. 
and British tourists and correspondents, of whom only Sam Jeffs's name is in 
what I've just gotten. At the time of Oswald's phony defectitt,ittat was directly 
under Nos2nko. The FBI records have enough on this. don't know what the CIA has t 
or had, 	t much has disappeared and the rest is undisclosed. 

One of the alleged basis for CIA suspicion aboui-liii-Noeeeko's story, and 
this impressed me enough to make me forget and make a mistake in what I wrote you 
earlier, is that the KGB failed to interview Oswald. The mistake I made in recollection 
is that Oswald himself told the FBI that he'd been interviewed by the MV) twice and, 
incredibly, the FBI agents never went into any detail on this with him. This is 
in the card summary I sent you from OBI records that apparently are of a damage-
assessment naturejof the time of the House investigation. They were disclosed to 
Hark [Alen, whose request relates to what the FeI let that committee have. What 
Nosenko told the CIA, according to these FBI records, is precisely what I told you 
would be normal, that the KGB learned all it needed to know about Oswald from the 
Intourist interpreter (I told you it would have been the:guide) and the employees 
of the hotel for foreigne• in Moscow. They all decided that Oswald was unstable 
and for that reason a) 	had no interest in him and b) wanted him out ofge 
the USSR. This is as reasonable as anything can be. And who can doubt that Intourist 
and the hotel for foreigners people are KGB or inforiWspr it? This decision was 
recommended by Nosenko's subordinate in charge of tgacand in the end he and Nosenko 
recommended it jointly. 

When Oswald's name was first mentioned in the JFK assassination and the KGB 
records in Moscow were scanty or nonexistent, Nosenko was in charge, having been 
promoted to chief of that section, and he sent KGB investigators to Minsk to get 
the records there and to investigate. Their investigation showed that when the 
Oswald were to leave for the US, karina's uncle, a forestry official in the 
equivalent of our Interior Department and certainly a party functionary lwith the 
rank equivalent to colonel) tried to persuade Oswald not to be outspokenly anti-
Soviet when he war, back in the U.S: 

This, of course, presented a problem to the official story of our government, 
that Oswald was dedicatedly red. But there are his secret writings, some of which 
the Commission published, and there in what its testimony from those ho knew him 
in the "twines had to say. Oswald was an Orwellian and he was anti-Soviet and anti-
U.S. Communist. He wrote that the Russians "are fat stinking politicians" and that 

i
he Communist Party USA "hag betrayed the working class." He broke off from a 
arineefriend who red-baited him and thereafter had nothing to do with him, and the 

illiterate "arines, who hadn't headd of Orwell, knew that "Animal Farm" was Oswald's 
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favorite book. (One, Nelsonbielgado, though it was a Communist book but the 
Commission's lawyer, of the right, Wesley Liebeler, told his that, and this is 
in the published testimony, "Animal farm" is an anti-Communist classic. 

Not long after the assassination there were a few stories indicating that 
Oswald had worked for the FBI. These were entirely ignored by the Commission un 
after the middle of January 1964 it got a phone call from the Texas court of ' •uiry 
people saying t?at they had heard this story, published a month earlier, .own to 
the Commission and the FBI them. There then was Commission panic, t 	executive 
sessions in a fww days, plus hearing the Texas people in secret 	d without any 
stenographic transcript in between sessions. (Ford stole one edited it, sold it 
for a profit and then lied uE.A174atpAen he was questioned at the V.P. con-
firmation hearing.) The official story is that Oswald was an FBI informer with the 
number or voucher number S-279, Prom memory, close but maybe not 100A. 

So, in the end there was goover's denial that Oswald had been his informer 
or that he'd had any such mober' 3 um..1.1wiviet4g. gAjo, 

This business involves a right-wing reporter who has since become my friend, 
Lonnie Hudkins,covering Dallas for a Hesston paper. He told me that he and others 
were being hassled by the FBI, they suspected wiretapped, so he made up a story to 
wh§h the others (one currently assistant US Attorney in Dallas and a right-wing 
extremist) agree 	and they talked about it by phone. fte told me that within a 
half-hour the FBi visited all of them. I have no confirmation. 

But that the number was made up I have trice confirmed, in terms of the 
correct number, not characteristic of the FBI's at all but entirely consistent with 
the numbering system used by the CIA. I have confirmation and the correct number 
from a little-known Commission record and, when later there was renewed interest 
in this, I boebytrapped Lonnie by priming a reporter, and in the cou'se of that 
conversation Lonnie rememberd a major part of the correct, sikdigit, no letter 
number. I've never bugged Bonnie about his source!, knowing he could not dis-
close it. He'd left Houston, was in Baltimore and is now in Buffalo. He and his 
wife and son came here frequently when he was with ttearat in galtimore. 

That I have the correct number from a commission record establishes that it 
did not ihvestigate it at all and stayed with what it knew was-a fake and an 
entirely meaningless Hoover denial, based on a 	ldentifictior in any event. 

That they new 	nded to investigate is established by theieAcutive 
session transcripts '1 ve, particularly the first, which ends with Dulles recom-
mending that all retor of it be destroyed. This was agreed to, but they over-
looked one thing, the stenotypisths tape. When L located it and was about to sue 
it was transcribed for me. 

Dulles lot his hair down then. He told the other members that the CIA. would 
lie and that its lying was right and proper. Me said that wheY it had informers 
only two people knew about it and the records were in hieroglyphics only these 
two would understand ind they'd tell nobody, etc. 

So, on this basis alone there was reason to go farthUr, even if with doubts, 
for the investigation to be an investigation, for honesty and integrity,and because 
above all the crimeA was the most subversive of crimes, the assassination of a 
President. That nullifies our system and it becomes, in effect, a coup d'etat, 
too. But despite its failure -Li investigate, by accident the Commission learned 
much more bearing on all of this. Ih addition, I've gotten relevant records by 
back-door use of MIA when the front door was firmly locked. 

Delgado and another nutty harine led the prosecution-minded (as distinguished 
from investigation-minded) Commission lawyers that Oswald had killed a fellow 
Narine, ``actin Schrand. The Commission types just loved this because that could 
establish what was entirely missing, an Oaweld proclivity for violence. Jr/the end 
they made one up, claiming that he had shot at General Walker, who was shot at 
with a rifle bullet too large for Oswald's rifle, but as long as he'd been shot at 
the ballistice eyideece was.igeorvd and misrepreseetedj When I never saw thg results o' This in the Commission e record ana railed to get anything spout Oswald 
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through any request of the Navy (you may remember that I gel° you the proof that 
the Army had destroyed all its JFK assassination records and you used it in a 
column years ago), I made a different request, without mention of Oswald. I asked 
for the court matrial inquiry into tchrand's death - and got it. A, little back-
ground first. 

Immediately upon the assassination the FBI examined Oswald's personnel 
records. Its report make no reference to any security clearance and says it in-
cludes all that is of any significance. A record that I d have thought would have 
been there but perhaps wasn't is an earlier cable from the Navy chief of staff to 
the Moscow embassy at the time of Oswald's supposed defection. It Buys that while 
the records do not include any security clearances Oswald might have been cleared 
for confidential. Later, to the Commission, the Navy preduced records reflecting 
that Oswald got this confidential clearance when he completed basic radar training 
attacksonville. No Navy record indicates any ether clearance-or cancellation of 
any.However, from Jacksonville, with four others, he want to Keesler Field, near 
llobile, for advanced training. One of the others was Schrand, who remained with 
Oswald in the "urines until he killed himself. Only a reference to OSPald's 
grades and performance (good) at Keesler has been disclosed and it is said that 
no other eacords exist. 

Now I jump ahead to a trip I made to ualifornia in mid-December 1966 to 
promote my second book. I'm doing a 4k show in Oakland, it is almost over, I've 
been talking about, among other things, vdhat the official description of Oswald 

iIm  

is, and a guy calls but won't talk to me on the air. ne won't leave number because 
he is-11W-Mccessful in business and fears going public. I promise ' confidentiality 
and while I could have identified and located him from what he tol me, I kept my word. 
Hw tells me things about Oswald not in the official descriptions and I am able to 
check them out and he was truthful. The main thing he said-Ili-is that Oswald was 
one of only five$ men in their outfit, and I gathered mm source waS no one of them , 
who had "crypto" clearance. I'd never heard of that and I do not believe it 
existed when I  was in intelligence. But I checked it out, it 	real, and top 
secret clearance is prerequisite for crypto. As I also checkut the Commission's 
records and testimony I found a vast amount of confirmation for this, without 
reference to crypto. There were five men with special training and duties, wiab 
Oswald, according to his boss, having many important secrets and "at least 
secret" clearance . There is testimony from one of these 'Verities that he and uswald 
had been assigned to Operation Strung Back, in the Commission's transcript. But 
none of this is in any Navy Oswald record and is not on his personnel record. It 
reflects overseas assignment to Atsugi air base, which was used by the CIA for its 
64-2s based in Japan, and Iveral assignments to "maneuvers" only, and an assignment 
to the FhilAppines. I went over these records with care when I'got back from the 
coast after this men had phoned me and there was more than adequate confirmation. 

I get the Schrand inquest records, Schrand serving with Oswald from the time 
both reached Jacksonville for their basic radar trainingm and there is a brief 
account of that unit's immediately prior assignments. Yup, Strangback, and they are 
back from it with their carrier, which is in Cubi Bay, with theit "crypto van" 
removed from the carrier and at Cubi Point. (Which happens to have been also a CIA base.) 
To even get into the & crypto van crypto clearance was required. Oswald, Schrand and 
the other three. So, Oswald had both top eecret and crypto clearances, never cancelled 
in the records that exist and do not reflect granting of these clearances either, 
and the officer under who Oswald performed his duties swore that he'd had to have 
at least secret clearance for &se duties. 

I don't recall how I knew it in the late 60s, but I recall that there is 
reason to believe that Oswald was part of two acknowledged CIA operations against 
Sukarno/Indonesia, and I'm peetty certain that Stronhack was one. I think from a 
phone call from a woman who said her hasband was part of it that the other was 
Hayligt. I am certain that she said her Winband was in Hayligt and that Haylift 
was against Sukarno. 
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So, prior to his #defection" to the 1:151',R, where the KGB suspected that he 
might be an American "sleeper" agent, we have Oswald with the highest Marines 
security clearances, also getting red literature openly in the mails as a 

harine and learnig zessian as a 1tarine, with no record of that, either, 
trusted with significant military secrets, too, secret codes and detailed know-
ledge of procedures, practises and methods and of new equipment, like then very 
new height-secret radar, and without any "arines overseas assignment not connected 
with the CIA and hidden in his personnel records. And when he is accused of 
assassinating no leas than a President and there are official investigations, all 

of this is ignored, withheld from the people and the world. 

At this point I was interrupted with something that may interest you but 

tiegezepeg it is for you alone, and I've lost my train of thought so after 
reporting this I'll read what I've written and try and pick it up. 

I work with all kinds of people and disagree with most but what I know and what 
I halve is available to all. Most of those with whom I disagree are rather nice 
and mostly good people and some of the nicest are the nuttiest. With the extreme 
right, too, and one of those who is pertinent in what follows, without asking me, 

tried to talk his pal H.L. Hunt into hiring me. Later and independently, the old man 

actually did ask me to be his ghost writer. This guy,lack White, is part-owner 
and photographic expert for a Fort Worth advertising agency. Be has an associate 
connected with a Fort Worth TV station, pry Mack, who just phoned me. Some years 
ago White did some spectacular work on a Tolaidid of JPK being killed taken by a 
then schoolteacher then Mary Noorman,OSince remarried. Many people had worked on 
it because the background includes the grassy knoll. WW1; can up with an enlarge- 

ment of a pinpoint in the original that clearly shows a man there. No, I am not 
saying and I do not believe that a man there means an assassin there. But this, too, 

despite all the reports of sots coming from there and even ihe House investigation, 

which concluded that there was a shot from there, is work that was never done.4444ealt, 

It happens that a younger friend of ours was the committee's photographic 

expert. We are the godparents of his first child and whenever he is 50-75 miles 

away he visits us. The photographic work he did for me on the Zapruder film is the 
basis of getting that House investigation. When he was here a couple of month: ago 

and was talking of the work still to be done on the Moorman picture, computer 
enhancement for Gary 'ac4i's TV station, I remembered that in the 60s I'd gotten 
an 8x10 proof and he wondered if it could be of letter quality than what he'd seen 
and worked on. Where he saw it he was e.,:cited. Better contrast, better in some parts 

of the spectrum, etc., and I let him have it. The original processing of the 
negatives he made was with the chemicals at the wrong temperature so it is being 

repeated under close controls to eliminate that and it is to be computer enhanced 
for the TV station by the Jet Propulsion Lab. The report was to tell me that 36 

AdA different points on that copy of the Polaroid have been enlarged and are now 
awaiting processing on a personal basis by an old friend of Jack White, who will 
be careful. Remember the stories of the time of the assassination of a puff of smoke 

on the knoll. Mack tells me that in the photo I Leaned them it is almost three- 

dimensional. So, in time, there may be photographic  proof indicating that there was 

a conspiracy and more than one shooter when JFK waA mitimitm assassinated - and the 
FBI had this picture and did nothing with it, not even with all those reports of 

people on and shots from that knoll. (I am wi1ut doubt that At least one shot 

was from the front and the origtred doctors are my source.) 

Jesus, here we have Oswald allegedly the lone Presidential assassin, he has 

a record in the Marines and with the CIA that is totally obfuscated and really hidden, 

without any financing or support I can get all of thin together, and all those 

official investigators couldn't? Or what is so much worse, so dangerous to the 
nation, merely wouldn't? Who in the hell can ever be safe, what Preisident dares 

make a decision he thinks can be unpopular, and how in the hell can any society 



really function, really be free, and who can be really free when these institutions 
decided to do something/ 44c 4;4 Covikoji  11 

4001a4tpli 
On *4,-,,II've still not heard a word from the judge who usually acts against 

me almost overnight. I've filed formal charges against the FBI and the department 
of Justice, alleging fraud, perjury and misrepresentation and they have not even 
denied it when they responded. I've made formal complaint to DJ's (ugh) Office of 
Professional Responsibility, which is really its whitewashing component and right 
now is handling the Cleveland grand jury in looking at the FBI's wrongdoing in the 
Jackie Presser case. I've made formal complaint to* the United States Attorney 
for D.C., and he hasn't even acknowledged my letter. (Nor has OpK) I've also told 
di. Genova that he has to recuse himself because he signed the papers that make 
him party to these felonies. I suppose they are all putting heads together, and I 
fully expect this rotten judge to do such a wrong thing, to see what they can 
come up with. But by now they know I'm not afraid and I think they are afraid 
for the new focus on their felonies to be :..he issue on appeal. They certainly know 
that I'll go up on appeal and despite the Neaganizing of the courts, there is some 
possibility that there can be a judge who 'just won't sit still for official felonies 
when they are the central issue. Meanwhile, I'm not at bit worried. 

If when I read this I think of nothing else, I think that the failure of the 
records to reflect any FBI or CIA interest in knowing which Americans Nosenko 
recruited for the KGB is what I had in midd. The rest tells you more for, perhaps, 
the future, because I do not think any of the papers Auld be interested. I wish 
Jack aid a dependable kid because certainly your novel does take precedence. 

don't know any magazine that'd be interested, either. 

Thanks and best wishes, 


